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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU RELEASE
MUSIC WITHOUT INVOLVING MEN?
© Malin Bernalt
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Meet Evelina Åslin, founder of Stockholm based label Cherish. She puts out
music by female and transgender artists only, and here she explains why.
Things are happening now, everywhere. At least that’s Evelina Åslin’s experience, and she’s part of the reason
why. With her label Cherish, she offers a musical platform for everyone who identifies as female or trans. With
artists such as HELH, HABIB1 and AMKosman and genres ranging from left field electronica to reggaeton,
Evelina has turned her hobby into a mission.
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It was the combination of a fruitful friendship and the urge to change the scene that got her into DJ:ing
– It all started in 2011. Me and my friend Hanne Lempka realised that all the DJ:s and party promoters around
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that’s how we learned how to DJ. Then we started throwing parties. Our first gig was in the basement at
Morfar Ginko. We dressed up in weird outfits and played everything from disco to hip hop to house, we had so
much fun!
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Following the nights at Ginko, Evelina continued promoting parties through various collaborations, and was
determined to give female DJ:s a chance to enter the scene that was largely dominated by men. She was
involved in the female art and music collective Grupp 13 and hosted club nights called “Gå Ner” (which
translates to “Step Down”) together with techno DJ Mirja at a bar where they invited female and non binary
friends to come and try live mixing even though they’d never stepped their foot in a DJ booth before. I ask her
why she thinks platforms free from men are necessary.
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– It brings a sense of safety, freedom, excitement and an incentive to learn. We can share things with each
other in a relaxed way. The complacent attitude that a lot of female artists have experienced in the industry is
gone. For instance, we just released an EP with Helsinki based artist smolalienbaby. She writes and produces
her own songs, but she was tired of always being mistaken as being the vocalist only.
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“When I started making music (...) my contact with others
in the music industry was made up of guitar playing male
friends and scary experienced dudes in the record stores.
Being a girl was really lonely and it was hard to claim the
space.”
Lovina Isaksson (Dolores Haze)

According to Evelina, a lot has changed during the years when she’s been active and the work she and her
friends put in is starting to come up to the surface. When asked the question “why”, you could tell she’s
excited.
– I think it’s because of the internet! Everyone is allowed to be creative now. And thanks to Facebook it’s
been possible to start up closed groups where we can share our experiences, and question why the scene
looks the way it does.
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“I’m so inspired by Cherish Label and Evelina. She is a force
and the way she provides a platform and a community for
women, trans and non-binaries is really incredible. I’ve met
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very few people like her who actually HELPS artists,
producers and DJ:s.”
Beatrice Eli

But could the concept of categorising creators based on gender also be problematic? The risk might be that
you label artists as female rather than just as artists. But Evelina doesn’t think it’s a problem, she thinks it’s a
matter of intention.
– If I book a club night with female and non binary artists only, there’s a difference from when a male promoter
is doing it as a one-off event. Actually, I’ve received a lot of support from men too, I think they want this
change as well.
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After almost four years of putting out music through the Cherish label, it’s clear that Evelina’s work is filling a
void of the electronic underground scene in Sweden with self-evident yet sensitive soundscapes always with
a strong melodic element, regardless if it falls into the category of ambient or disco. But talking to Evelina
makes
you realise that the goal is bigger than just releasing good music.
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– The goal is equality, diversity and inclusion. When people feel safe, things start to happen.
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Latinx artist Princess Prada will release her EP on Cherish Dec 7. Check out the release party here.
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No female producers you say? Well, here are plenty.
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Are you searching for a platform? Here's a list of other female/non-binary music communities:
Swedish:
Upfront Producer Network
Drömfakulteten
Vem kan bli producent
Popkollo
SISTER
Other:
female:pressure
Discwoman
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